Self Portraits with Isabel Carmona
Thanks for booking this creative activity with me. I hope you find it fun!
Portraits are fun! As humans we recognise faces and have an affinity with them.
We know ourselves well but when we draw ourselves, we find out little details that others may
observe but we do not always see. After all we are not always looking ourselves in the mirror.
In these series of exercises, we will become used to look at ourselves in the mirror while we draw
our faces. Some exercises are fast, some take a bit longer, do them all at your own pace. And you
may choose to do them in a different order but I would suggest to do 1 and 2 first.
Above all have loads of fun and don’t worry about what it may look like.

1. Continuous line self-portrait without looking at the paper.

Time: 3 minutes

Drawing tool: Pen (to start with) - (later do it with each of the drawing materials you get).
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper
Frequency: I would advise to do this one everyday throughout the activity days (and later if you
fancy) at the beginning of each session to get warmed up.
This type of drawing is also called blind drawing, not because you close your eyes or cannot see but
because you do not look at what you are drawing while you are doing it. It always has surprising and
fun results and produces very strong lines.
Method: You need a timer or a watch, a way of timing yourself 3 minutes.
Get ready with pen and paper. Get the mirror in front of you and look at yourself, feel comfortable
with your pose and your drawing position. Set the timer going and put the pen on the paper.
Start drawing (say at the left ear, look at it) and let your pen follow on the paper, without lifting the
pen, just gliding it and without looking at the paper, the route that your eyes follow as they move
very slowly (at the same time as your hand starts moving to draw slowly) from the left ear, noticing
and drawing all the folds of the ear, to the left eyebrow and left eye, draw the left pupil and the
eyelids and eyelashes, go back to the eyebrow and follow the nose from the bridge to the left nostril,
to the other nostril and up the other side, to the right eye brow and right eye, with eyelids and
eyelashes and pupil. Cross to the right ear and move up marking the contours of your hair and fringe
from right to left and draw the left cheek and down to the mouth position; draw the mouth from left
to right noticing any details you wish, including the chin, follow the chin, to the right cheek and back
to the right ear, down the neck on the right side to the underside of the chin. Draw the neckline of
the shirt you are wearing and move from the right side to the left side of the neck, following the
detail of your clothing.
When you have followed all the details you want to include, stop and look at your drawing. Does it
look like a face? Maybe a bit like the drawings here:

Does it look like you? Do you recognize when you drew the different details? It does not matter if it
does not look like you. As you repeat the exercise, you will gain experience at coordinating the eyes
looking and your hand drawing the continuous line and you will slow down or speed up your drawing
pace to suit your style and you will recognise yourself more on the drawings.

Variation: Repeat the exercise working with two different colours. Use the red/ blue pencil for this.
Take a fresh sheet of A4 paper.
First do a 3 minute self-portrait in the way described previously, you can choose the route your eyes
(and drawing hand) follow for the continuous line. Draw in first (say) red pencil, thinking carefully
where you are looking. When you’ve finished the 3 minutes, take a 1 minute break and do another
self portrait in the same piece of paper, starting at the same point, but this time draw (say) in blue
pencil, trying to replicate the speed you look at and draw at.
At the end, compare the two drawings and notice how similar they are – or not. Where you notice
differences, think at what changed in the way you looked or the way you drew

2. Looking at face proportions and shading

Time: 45 minutes

Drawing tool: as indicated in each step
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper
Method: in this exercise we explain and look at the face proportions in general and then apply them
to your own self portrait. At the end you will add shading to the portrait.
Part 1. Look at the image here and notice the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

The whole head (including hair) is roughly and oval shape with the eyes placed on the
middle.
The eyes are placed an eye width apart from each other
The nose is placed on the other centreline and it takes up half of the bottom half of the face
The ears also start at the same height as the eye centreline and they are as tall as the nose
The mouth is roughly in the middle of the remaining gap between the nose and the bottom
of the chin and the mouth edges align with the eyes centrelines.
The neck comes out from behind the ears and likely to appear a bit wider than we originally
thought it to be.

In pencil, draw all the face proportions as stated above to look like the previous diagram and shape
the initial oval according to your face which is more or less a round shape.
Part 2. In red pencil start filling up the detail, look at yourself straight in the mirror and start with the
eyes.
Very simply, using clean lines, draw the eyelids and the iris (the coloured bit of your eyes) and notice
that it has a darker rim all around, draw the inner dark pupil. Notice that you do not see the whole
circle of the iris, but it is partially hidden. Draw the end of the eyeball and notice the gap left for the

lacrimal point towards the nose. On the lower eyelid draw the thickness of the eyelid and the lower
eyelashes, also draw the upper eyelashes to the outside of the upper eyelid. Do this for both eyes.
Next draw the eyebrows and notice any difference between your left and right eyebrows.
Now look at your nose and draw it from the top of the bridge to the tip and notice your
characteristic shape of the two sides (called alas), the nostrils and the tip of your nose. And draw
lightly the two lines that define the bottom of your cheeks either side of the nose and the philtrum
that joins the nose with the middle of the upper lip of your mouth.
And now your mouth, simply draw a line for the upper lip, the line between the two lips and the
bottom line of the upper lip. Notice the characteristic shape of your lips: are they thin, are they long
or round, wide or short? Find your own words to describe them.
Draw your ears next. As you are looking straight ahead, look for lines to define the various shapes
you see for the ear folds. Notice the hair of your sideburns and how it is shaped and let it lead you
to draw the hairline towards your fringe, defining the shape of your forehead and take that hairline
line all the way across to the other side of the face, the other ear. Now take the line of the outside
of your hair and draw it, with any irregularities all the way around to the other side (the other ear).
Below the ears draw the shape of your jaw and chin and draw the sides of your neck and the collar
and neckline of your clothes.
You have drawn your face in detail.

Part 3 - Finally let’s look at shading the dark areas of the face with the blue pencil over the red line
drawing. To shade use the pencil to give you a scribble and start by filling in the background, is it
darker than the face?

Can you notice that (roughly) one side of the face is dark and the other light? Use this difference to
darken those areas you see darker. Within the face start with a light shade over the areas in shade
and slowly put more pressure to get darker tones.
Add any darker lines you see as well, like wrinkles on the forehead or shadows under the eyes.
Reinforce the eye pupils, the eyelashes and dark area in the eyelids and the eyeballs (which are likely
to be in shade). Leave out any reflections you see.
Keep looking around the face and adding shade. Add the shade in the neck area and in the clothes
shapes.
Don’t forget to add some darkness on the hair side that is in shade. Give also and idea of what
texture the hair is, soft or curly, neat or unruly.

3. Looking to the side, three quarters pose
Time: 30 minutes
Drawing tool: as indicated in each step
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper and half a brown colour page
Method: In this exercise we explore the non-frontal face, look again at the proportions and simplify
graphically the light shade relationship.
Prepare the page first, sticking half a brown coloured page into a white A4 piece of paper. Leave it to
dry and draw in red pencil the proportion diagram as follows. Do it while looking at yourself in the
mirror, in that pose, so that you understand the position of all the facial features.

Notice that as the head is turned, it looks already more three dimensional and you can visualise
another oval that goes from the top the head through the nose and the centre of the mouth and
chin. In this pose you can appreciate better that the nose position in height matches the position of
the ears and that the neck line comes from behind the ears.
The eyes are still in the middle line of the face but now close to the edge of the circle.
After you have drawn the red proportion diagram, use a white crayon to fill in the light side of the
face and then proceed to look yourself in the mirror and add the detail in blue, keep the lines simple
and clean.

This time colour in the light fearlessly with a yellow crayon (or another light colour) and add some
highlights in the dark side of the face too. Leave in white on the lighter areas!

You now have a three quarters portrait

4. Playing with crayons, let your inner child come out!
Time: 15 to 20 minutes (5 or 6 times x 3 minutes)
Drawing tool: Colour crayons, one colour per drawing
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper
Method: Have fun, make faces to yourself in the mirror and draw them quickly in lines that
emphasise your expression. Combine five or six expressions in a single page

To do it quickly:
Choose your crayon colour. Look at the mirror. Pull a face and keep it while you draw yourself with
simple expressive marks. Try to capture dimples, and the lines of the eyes, eyebrows, any frown and
look at the mouth (does it go up or down?). Minimise the lines you do, just have fun while you are
doing it and try not to laugh too loud.

5. More crayon fun – just about everything is a colour triangle
Time: 15 minutes
Drawing tool: Colour crayons
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper
Method: We are again playing with colour, this time with triangular shapes. Try to see everything as
a coloured triangle (except perhaps the eyes) and change colour as you see fit to convey changes
you see of tone or colour itself. Keep it simple, do not overlay the triangles and leave white paper to
signify light. If you like it do more than one and try different colour combinations.

6. And now for some detail – in biro!
Time: 15 minutes x 4 = 60 minutes
Drawing tool: Blue biro
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper
Method: This time you are going to draw your eye, nose, ear and mouth in full detail and if possible
larger than life, focusing for 15 minutes in each feature, it doesn’t need to be in the right position on
the face/page, it just needs to have loads of detail. Remember the descriptions we did earlier for
each. I will repeat them below. Start drawing the shapes in light biro and adding shade as well, you’ll
discover the biro is great for a variety of lines and the more detail you put in it the more definition
your eye/nose/ear/mouth will have.
EYE:
Draw the eyelids and the iris (the
coloured bit of your eyes) and notice
that it has a darker rim all around, draw
the inner dark pupil. Notice that you do
not see the whole circle of the iris, but it
is partially hidden. Draw the end of the
eyeball and notice the gap left for the
lacrimal point toward the nose. On the
lower eyelid draw the thickness of the
eyelid and the lower eyelashes, also
draw the upper eyelashes to the outside
of the upper eyelid.
Next draw the eyebrow and the
underside of the eye, notice the eyelid
bulging a bit. Start adding shadows and
notice the eyeball is in shade and there
is a lighter zone in the iris where there is
a reflection, leave that lighter, notice the shade/light in the lacrimal area and shade the top eyelid as
needed. Put as much detail as you can see
NOSE:
Look at your nose and draw it lightly from the top of the bridge
to the tip and notice your characteristic shape of the two sides
(called alas), nostrils and the tip of your nose. And draw lightly
the two lines that define the bottom of your cheeks either side
of the nose and the philtrum that joins the nose with the middle
of the upper lip of your mouth.
Look closely at the shade and add a bit more dark tones where
you see them

MOUTH
Draw your mouth, start simply by
drawing a line for the upper lip, a line
between the two lips and the bottom
line of the upper lip. Next add other
lines you see; draw all shapes you
notice and add shade or leave light
where you see it. Notice the skin
below the lower lip is lighter and so is
the one above the upper lip. You can
also add dimples, hair and other
marks as you see them.

EAR
It is difficult to see your ear flat on but try to do it. Notice
there is a y-shaped cartilage and diverse fleshy bits around
it. Draw the shape of the ear cavity as it goes into your skull
and the little protruding bit that protects the ear drum.
Notice the shape of your ear lobe and how much is it
separated from your jaw. Have you got any ear piercings?

If you enjoy drawing with biro you can always repeat the
exercise looking at each element in the other side of the
face or try three quarters pose. You can also draw each
feature in the right place and get a whole portrait of yourself
in biro.

7. A Collage Game to finish.
Time: 30 minutes
Drawing tool: Colour papers, scissors and glue. Blue or dark pencil
Paper Size: A4 sheet of white paper to stick the shapes of colour paper to
Method: Choose your overall flesh colour (middle tone) from the colour papers you have and cut out
your head oval from that colour. Stick it down.
Look at your face and notice the light side and the dark side of your face, one ear will be lighter, one
side of the nose will be lighter too. Choose a paper of lighter colour for your light side and cut out a
shape that indicates that area (this can be an approximation as you can add more lighter shapes
afterwards). Stick the light shape down in the appropriate side of your collage. Add some light shape
for the nose, ear and neck and anything else you want to see this colour.
The eyes and eye brows will be light or dark? Depends on the colour of your eyes and hair – you
choose.
Now look at your face and notice the dark side of the face and choose a paper of darker colour for
your dark side and cut out a shape that indicates that area. Stick it down in the appropriate side of
the collage. Add dark shapes for the eyes and eyebrows (if dark) and for the ear and neck.
Choose a paper colour for your lips and cut the overall shape of your lips and stick it down.
Choose the paper colour that will represent your hair and cut a shape of it, stick it down – you can
also cut various shapes and stick them on top of each other.
Choose a paper colour for your clothes and cut the neckline and shape the shoulders and stick it
down.
Finally add some minimal lines in blue or dark pencil for your eyes , eye lashes, nostrils, mid lip line,
ears and chin.

